Latticed mode: A new control strategy for wind field simulation in a multiple-fan wind tunnel.
On the basis of the actively controlled multiple-fan wind tunnel we designed, this paper proposes a latticed mode-based control strategy for the fan array. The so-called latticed mode is the overall topology of the working fans. In order to investigate the simulation ability of the latticed mode, several latticed modes are designed to analyze the temporal and spatial properties of generated wind fields. Airflow data under different latticed modes are measured using nine two-dimensional anemometers, and then, statistical indicators of wind speed and wind direction, as well as the spatial uniformity and complexity of generated wind fields, are calculated to analyze the characteristics of wind records. The results indicate that the distribution of active fans in the latticed mode has significant influence on the statistical properties and spatial evolutions of wind speed and direction. Besides, the latticed modes can regulate the spatial uniformity and complexity of the wind fields. The latticed modes with a high clustering degree of active fans can generate wind fields with low spatial uniformity and high complexity. In addition to the fan voltage and the rotation angle of swivel plates, the proposed latticed mode provides more possibilities for wind field simulation.